The concerts help the Lover track of Swift's seventh album become the sixth-most-streamed song of 2023. She takes to Tumblr to express her disappointment at the news: "This is my record," she writes. It is reported that their friendship is now "officially" over. Swift's former record label, Big Machine, is acquired by Ithaca Holdings, a company founded by American music mogul Scooter Braun. Braun famously scouted Canadian pop star Justin Bieber and managed the star for six years, from 2011 to 2018. Braun is also the owner of the Mastercard label, which he now controls. Swift's one-time best friend, Nils Sjöberg, has shared his recipe for "Blondie's Secret Pizza" on Spotify in 2023. However, the song that Swift writes for the movie, "We Never Go Out of Style," is not included on the soundtrack, which is released in 2019.

Swift's description of the album as a "love letter to" her mother reflects her mother's fight against cancer. Swift's maternal grandmother, Rebekah Harkness, who once owned Swift's Rhode Island home, is a avid cook who has shared her recipe for "Blondie's Secret Pizza" on Spotify in 2023. The song "The Last Great American Dynasty" was inspired by a Manhattan art exhibit she briefly attended in 2018.

The dolphin club. Swift's maternal grandmother, Rebekah Harkness, who once owned Swift's Rhode Island home, is a avid cook who has shared her recipe for "Blondie's Secret Pizza" on Spotify in 2023. The song "The Last Great American Dynasty" was inspired by a Manhattan art exhibit she briefly attended in 2018.

Sweetheart motif
Given that this is an album about love, the heart is an important motif of this period in Swift's life and career. A Valley heart pink heart outlines her right eye on the album cover.

Miss Americana is a movie adaptation of the hit West End musical. The role of Bathtub Betty is the pop star's first acting role in five or six years.

With the acquisition, Braun gains control of the master recordings for Swift's first six albums. She takes to Tumblr to express her disappointment at the news: "This is my album," she writes. For the first time, she also grapples with the ups and downs of settling down into a long-term relationship, as she sings on the album's title track, "Can we always be this close forever and ever?"
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